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ABSTRACT 
The important features of the tw o-dimensional incompressible 
turbulent flow over a w avy surface of wavelength comparable with the -
boundary layer thickness are analyzed. 
A turbulent field method using model equation for turbule n t 
·shear stress similar to the scheme of B radshaw, Ferriss and At-w e ll 
(196 7) is employed with suitable modification to c over the viscous 
sublayer. The governing different ial equations are linearized be:.s ed 
on the small but finite amplitude to w avelength ratio. An orthogonal 
wavy coordinate system, accurate to the second order in the amplitude 
ratio, is adopted to avoid the severe restriction to the validity of· 
linearization due to the large mean velocity gradient near the wall. 
Analytic solution up to the second order i s obtained by using the method 
of matched-asymptotic-expansion based on the large R eynolds number 
and hence the small skin friction coefficient. 
In the outer part of the layer, the perturbed flow is practically 
11i nvis cid. 11 Solutions for the velocity, Reynolds stress and also the 
wall pressure distributions agree well with the e xperime ntal measur e -
m ent. In the wall region where the perturbe d Reynolds stress plays an 
important role in the process of momentum trans port, only a quali-
tative agreement is obtained. The results also show that the non-
linear second-order effect is negligible for amplitude ratio of 0. 0 3. 
The discrepancies i n the detailed structure of the velocity, shear 
stress, and skin friction distributions near the wall suggest modifica-
tions to the mode l are required to describe the present problem. 
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I. _;_N'J.."RCDUCTlON 
The present theoretical sti1dy of ti"le ?esponse of a turbulent 
boundary layer to the cycli c distn:r.bancP. irnposed by a w avy surface 
is n1otivated by an inter est in the rnechanisr:i of cross-hat ching 
ablation. The process of the fonnation and the growth of the wavy 
surface is believed to be a closed-loop interaction of perturbations 
on the ablating surface, coupled with resulting disturbance in the 
aerodynamic forc e s, heat and mass transfer. 
A study w as conducted at GALCIT by D:r. Toshi Kubota in the 
last few years; the first part covered a Hnear analysis of small per -
turbations in incompressible turbulent boundary layer utilizing an 
eddy-viscosity model,(!} and the second part was a detailed experi-
mental investigation of low - speed turbulent boundary layers over a 
solid, stationary w avy wall. (Z} The results of the study show that 
the theoretical prediction based on the eddy-viscosity model has a. 
fair agreement with the experimental results in the overall distribu-
tion. In the wall region, especially for shear-stress distributions, 
the disagreement is significant. 
The interaction between turbulent boundary layer and a w avy 
surface is a common phenomenon on the int e rface of the wind-water 
waves, on the sandy surfac e of the d esert, and even i nside the artery 
blood vessel. Over the last two decades, the phenomen~n of wi nd 
generations of wave s has dra-...vn more and more interest of study, 
starting with the w ork of Miles (1 95 7). (3 ) Miles assume d a quasi-
inviscid flow with a 'turbulent' distribution of mean velocity, i.e. 
that the Reynolds stresses were not affected by the flow perturbations. 
-l-
A b t t . b t. . B . . 'l 95 -· ( 4 ) ' . ' t' l ' su sequen· con r1 u ion by · enJarru.n \ 'J) · corn .. ainea ne inear 
formulation which has served as the basis of the mos\: recent investi-
gations of shear flow over a v1avy boundary. 
It is only recently that the experimental investigation of the 
structure of turbulent shear layer over waves has been ma.de in 
sufficient detaii to test the various theories. Metzfeld(S) studied 
flow over five different wave shapes. He found strong cha:iges in 
velocity profiles, m.ainly near the c r est and the trough. Kendall{6 ) 
studied the interaction between turbulent boundary layer and a moving 
wavy surface. His results and the results obtained by Sigal(Z) show ed 
a strong disturbance and an appreciable phase shift of turbulent 
shear stresses. Experiments with blowing air flow over mechan-
ically generated water waves in a wind - water turinel has been carried 
out e:h.'tensively by the Stanford group (Chambers, Mangar ella, Street, 
Hsu, Yu( 7 )), also many others. 
The eddy-viscosity or mixing-length model are based on 
local e quilibrium between production, dissipation and diffusion of 
turbulent energy. On the other hand, these experimental findings 
indicate that the problem cannot be treated as local equilibrium flow, 
and therefore a more sophisticated model is required to analyze the 
problem. 
The state of art of the computational method w as reviewed 
based on the proceedings of the AFOSR-IFP-Stanford Conference on 
Computation of Turbulent Boundary Layer. (S) The scheme of 
Bradshaw, Ferriss and Atwell, which has been proven to yield 
satisfactory predictions in various cases, was chosen to analyze 
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the problem. 
The first part of the research--the linear first-order solu-
tion- -was completed in Dece m ber 19.72. The result, how ever, did 
not show much improvement on the simple eddy-viscosity model for 
the prediction of shear-stress distribution. 
During the period ofthis research a few articles using linear 
first-order theory on the wind - wave generation problem have been 
published in the Journal of Fluid Mechanics. Davis 1 ( 9 ) third modifi-
cation utilized the BFA model with modifications to include the normal 
shear stresses. Tow nsend(lO) applied the BFA scheme with the 
inclusion of gradient vertical diffusion. Their analyses are based 
on the log asymptotic behavior of the mean velocity profile near the 
wall. Central attention was directed at the critical layer and the 
phase shift of the pressure distribution. 
Further examination in some parameters involved in the 
experiments revealed that the pressure gradient velocity u and the p 
skin friction velocity uT are almost of the same order of magnitude 
in the experimental data. For an appreciable pressure gradient, the 
log asymptotic mean velocity profile in the viscous sublayer does not 
hold any more. The linear analysis was reformulated to include the 
effect of pressure gradient. In addition, the nonlinear effect is very 
significant in the experimental results. A tremendous effort has 
been made to construct the second order expansion, in order to draw 
a "conclusive" conclusion on the chosen scheme of analysis. 
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II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
The foliowing anal ysis is based on small perturbations iJpon 
mean quantities of the undisturbed primary flow, i.e. flow over a 
flat surface. In Cartesian coordinates, the linearized boundary 
condition for perturbed velocity u' (x , y) is determined by the deriv-
ative of the primary mean flow velocity U(y) at the wall, which is 
very large in high Reynolds numbe1· turbulent boundary layer. 
u 1 (x, 0) """ (au \ 
oy) y =O Yw 
Yw(x) = a co s ax, a 2r. = T 
R :: A 
U A. 
00 
v 
where a is the amplitude and A is the wavelength of the w a vy wall, and 
Cf is the turbulent skin friction. Therefore, for validity of linear-
ization, it is required that f R ,._ Cf << 1. 
This is not our prime interest. In order to release this 
strong restriction to make the problem more realistic, we adopted 
an orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system (B enjamin( 4 )). 
= s ·· a e -ari sinas 
The linear solution constructed upon these coordinates, how-
ever, did not agre e well with the experimental results in the wall 
region. In fact, at 71 = 0 , 
y = 
= 
a cosas 
:a • a 3 a) y (x) - .a a sin ax + 0 ( a a 
w 
r 
-:J -
Expanding the velocity u in T aylor series about y , and applying 
w 
the non-slip condition at the wall, we see 
U I (X, y) (y - yw) + ------ • 
In the case of laminar boundary layer, this is of order a 2 as fl ..... O. 
For turbulent boundary layer, the law cf the w all, 
gives 
u' 
u 
00 
= * F(y ) , 
It follows that at T) = 0 , 
* y = 
'J 
Thus, the first order linear solution with the non-slip condition 
applied at '!l = 0 is valid only for 
2 
( ~ ) iT RA C £ << 1 • 
On the other hand, the experimental data of Kendall, <6 ) Sigal ( Z) 
2 
and others w ere obtained at ( ~ ) iT R A Cf a bout 1. 
Therefore, to make the comparison physically meaningful 
for small but finite a, the coordinates transformation must be such 
that the deviation of y from Yw at Tl = 0 is of order at least a 3 • The 
required second order orthogonal wavy coordinate system as Ehown 
in Fig. 1 is given by 
- l--
-a-y l 2 - 2cr-S = x + ae sinax + ? a ae Y sin2u.-x 
c... 
- e:cy 1 2 - 2ay 
T] = y - ae cosax - ? a a(e cos2ax+l) 
... 
(2. la) 
and 
s -aT) sinotS 1 2 - 2aT) . ,,, i: = - ae + 2 a ae s1nZas -CC'T] cosas 1 2 - 2Cl.'T] . = T] + ae - 2 a a(e cos2as -l ) (2. lb) 
- I 
• I 
~ I 
I 
I 
-
1. 
-
I 
~I \~ Ur; 
-~ ~ -~ 
,,,,,.,,, 
Fig. 1 
Orthogonal Wavy Coordinates 
w hich conforms with a sinusoidal wavy surface at T) = 0 up to O(a2 ), 
for a<< 1 
y = 3 2 ) a cosax + O(a a (2. 2) 
The e l ements of length in the dir ection of increasing S, T] , z are 
hds. hd'rl. dz and 
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h 1 - Q1l ,.. l . y°' - 2.aT) ( 2 ~ = - a~e · cosc:-S +·z-tc:::'.<', e 3cos a-:i - 1) {2 . 3) 
L et u, v, w b e the velocity i n the directi on of increas jng 
S, r:, a.nd z reEpective ly. The governing d i fferen t ial equations 
for incompre s sible flow 
_, 
div v = 0 
_, 
v curl w 
are transfor med into these new coordinates. The tirne-averaged 
mean flow equations are 
Continuity: 
o - o -
R(h u) + or) (hv ) = 0 (2. 4a) 
Momentum: 
i £_£ i ( 001 oT ) . i / ah ah) 
= - h as + h ~ + oTJ -r h 2 \a ~ + 2 T ari 
+ ~ {~2s~ + !~~ + ~[~~- ~~ + ~~ ~~ + (v ~~ -u ~~) ~~]} 
(2. 4b) 
l ~ l (oT oua ) l I oh oh \ 
= - h of) + h OS + 8Tl + h 3 \ z T BS - CJ 011 ) 
(2. 4c) 
-8-
Turbulent Ener gy: 
( u 8 v a ) i - -..L - --- -
-·l-." 2 h ai; a C!TJ 
1 - I - 2-, -- J oh 
+ ~ [vT - u0a + C2 pq u + p'u') as 
i - - ah 
+ h3" [uT - vc1 + (t, pq2v 1 + p'v 1 )} 871 
{ 
G 2 1-( 8v1 ()u! \. oh ( 0U1 ov 1 \oh --i 
= µ u i 'V u i + h 3 L._ u l Br- - v' as) ari + v' ari - u' ari J as j 
where 
{ 
--::a p u' 
O'ci - - p v'2 
T = - p u 1v 1 
(j 
- 01 -02 = 
- -2 2 
-p(u' -v1 ) 
-- --2 ,:a + v'2 + w':a q - u 
if 1 a:a + _l_ 02 = h2 as2 --+ h2 aria 
Energy dissipation by viscosity: 
a:a 
oz 2 
(2. 4d) 
(2. 5) 
(2. 6) 
To separate the viscous terms in Eq. (2. 4d) into the diffusion 
and dissipation terms, consider the flux of energy due to the working 
of the fluid stress 
-+ -+ 
£ u = -(-p L + !)u (2. 7) 
- 9-
Tbe negab,·e di ve r gence of thjs g~ves the l' a te of energy cha.np;e 
_f S + _Q_ (.!. ;:;a )l = div(- n I + T);:; PL Dt 2 _J L - -
-+ -+ ~ 
= - U • 'il p + U• di V 1_ + CI. Y) • 1..1 
By using the equation of n~otion, i t .follov:s that rate of energy dis -
sipation is 
1 -+ -> 
€ = - (T 'il) · U p -
(2. 9 ) 
T = µ. ~ 
-
where 
-+ -+ 
, 
a -+ 1 a -+ 8 \I is 
L 
+ i + k -- h~ ri h an 8z 
The components of the rate of-strain tensor e are 
2(~ au + v ah ) e11 = ~ ~ 8T] 
2 (~ av + u 8h) e22 = on h2 as 
e3:3 = 2 
8w 
8z 
a Iv) a(u) (2. 10) e12 = e21 = ~ \ h + ari h J 
1 aw 
+ 
av 
e23 = e3 2 = h ari az 
au 
+ 
1 aw 
e31 = e13 = az h ~ 
Therefore, t he time-ave raged viscous dissipation due to turbulent 
fluctuations is given by 
where 
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' 
" I 2 
. 1 ' tlu. \ 1 o / 1 
e:' = vi_(_i_ ) + - - - 1--h 2 \ ox. h . ox. \i-..b'.'l j J 1 1 .J. J 
= ( s. T], z) 
= (h. h. 1) 
-~ h.h . u.1 u..1
1
l 
ox. l J 1 J 
J 
(2. 11) 
Eq. (2. 4d) and (2. 11) contain complicated viscous terms. 
Viscous effect, however, is significant only in 1) a thin layer near 
the wall; 2) the small dissipative eddies, i.e. the small-scale 
structure of the turbulence. The characteristic scales of the small 
eddies may be represented by the Kolmogorov microscales of length, 
time and velocity defined as 
1 
V :: (VE: t )4 
0 
(2. 12) 
VOT]O 
which corresponds to R = = 1. 
v 
In turbulent shear flow at large Reynolds number, away from 
the wall, production and dissipation of energy are nearly of the same 
order of magnitude, though they P-1.ay not exactly balance. The energy 
production, on the other hand, is dictated by the deform~Ltion of the 
large-scale structure which h'.3-s length scale i, and velocity scale 
u*. For turbulent boundary layer, away from the wall, £......, 6, and 
u*....., uT, the friction velocity. Hence 
3 3 
U* UT 
e:• ......, -- --f, 6 (2. 13) 
-il -
From Eq. (2 . 12 ) a n d (2 . 1 3), w~ obtai n 
where 
R 
u 0 
00 
\) 
l 
= (T;)2 
These scale relations show t hat 
( ui' 
au.' \ 1 ah UT v 
_J_) - 0 
ax. h ax . 0 71 l 
l J · o ( UT ) ( 71c) UT -2 
= - -- ,..., (R-) 
( aui') a 
2 v b u (VO) 0 00 
ax. 
J rio 
Near the w all, the variations of fluid velocities with respect 
to the distance from the w all, froin the non-slip condi tion a nd cont in-
uity, are given by 
as T') -+ 0 • 
w T') 
Thus, in Eq. (2.11), the leading term is ( ::i) 
2 
- ( ~~· r while all 
J 0 
other terms are at least of order fJ or higher. In Eq. (2. 4d), w e 
may retain the leading tern~ 
2 terms vary at least as T) • 
u.1 'i/2 u.' 
l l 
only, since all ot her viscous 
Therefore, for large Reynolds number, we have 
\) 
~ 
J 
( 
aui' )a 
ax. 
J 
(2. 15) 
and hence 
\) ( I \/?. I) u. u. 
1 1 
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(2. 16) 
In the conservation of mornentum, ·viscous effect is iinportant only 
near the wall. By the same argument of boundary iayer approxima-
li3u 
tion, we may retain only the dorninant tern~ in s rnomentum 
3 T]a 
equation. 
To use the energy e quation (2. 4d) as an equation for the 
stresses, Bradshaw's hypothesis that the turbulent motion is uniquely 
related to the shear stress is applied to define 
b 'r -
l 2"" 
2 pq 
3 
.e 
-
(TI ef2 
E: f. (2. 1 7) 
'r .! 
G (Ef- 1 - 2 ) / ( m) 2 'r - + 2 q v' - p- p 
l 
H (P';' + l -2 ) / 'rm 2 'r - 2 q u' (-p-) p 
, 
where 'r is the maximum of 'r . b, G, Hare dimensionless func-
m 
tions depending in general on the behavior of the Reynolds stress. 
£has the dimension of length, and is the most important of the four 
functions. 
Governing equations in dimensionless form: 
By dividing the lengths by the undisturbed boundary-layer 
2 
thickness o, the velocity by U , the pressure and stresses by pU , 
00 00 
the equations are made dimensionless as 
- 1 3 ·· 
Continuity: 
u oh 
+ 11 as· 
~· oh 
-1- .':- - - 0 
. h oT) -
Mon1.entum: 
u au v ail + (li ~ oh V2 ah ) 
h ~ + h or] b2 oiJ - h 2- ~ 
Energy: 
i ~ i ( 001 oT \ i r _oh . ~ ah\ i i 02 u· 
= h as + h o s + ari / + h 2 \ 0 o s -r 2 ' oTJ ) + R h 6 ar( 
_ 1 ~ 1 (oT 002 \ I ( Sh ah ) 
- - h ari + h ~ + aT]"") + h 2 2 T as - 0 ari 
u a ( T ) + v a ( T ) 1 r~ (OU ' ov ) - rr av J 
h ~ b il an b - h L1 \an • ag '"' an 
3 
i [ a 1. a 1. J ,- 2 
+ h as (T ~ HT) + an (T ~ GT) + 7 
1 G- 1. - - ah 1. - ah 1 +;z (T 2 HT + u a + vT )".:I~ + (T 2 G T t uT)""E> h rn o~ rn u T) _J 
= 
(Z . 183.} 
(2. l 8h} 
(2. 18c) 
(2. 18d} 
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III. SMALL PERTURBATIONS 
For a wavv surface of small a:mnlitude dven by v = a coset'::-: 
, • ~ , .W 
with wavelength ), being compar able to the boundary layer thickness, 
the non-dimensional vvall cm·vature may be approxirnated by 
:d 
K ~ 
d Yw ( aet' )a = - COSCl'X dx 2 
2-rra 
a Cl' ;;::: 
- A.- ( 3. 1) 
Q' 
-
2 mS 
- A.-
Since Cl' = 0(1 ), K is of order aet' . In view of a well -known property 
o f boundary layer flow along curved w all (Goldstein 1 938), we expect 
the changes in the flow profile at different positions along the wall 
are of order aet'. The flow pattern may then be approxin1ated as the 
sum of the undisturbed primary flow, and disturbed flows described 
by perturbations of order aet'. For a small but finite disturbance, we 
a ssume 
u = u (TJ ) + (aet')u' + (aet')2 U II 
v = V(T)) + (aet')v 1 + (aa)2 v" 
p = P 0 + (aa)p' + (aet')2 p " 
(3. 2) 
1" = T(ri) + (aa)1" 1 + (aet')2 T 11 
01 \Tl) + (aa) cr11 . 2 01 = + (aa) 01 i1 
02 = 02 (TJ) + (aa )J :a' + (aet')2 a.." 
Following the same argument, w e may further assume that, 
in the fir st approximation, the stress-energy ratio b, and the 
.. : ...... 
difius ion funclions G and "f! a.re 1..U1ive1·&2.i fundions of T) o:aly. The 
norma l velocity V(1l) nJ.ay be neglected, since V <-.:: 1, for R >> l. 
The shear stress is expected t o be a n-~a.xiinurn at tbe edge of v-:_ sc:ous 
sublayer. Thus 
1 l 
T 2 = (T + aa '! 1) 2 
m e e 
1 T 1 (S) 
T 2 + aa ~- _ e_-.-
m T ~ 
( 3. 3) 
m 
In the wall region, we assume that-£ is proportional to the 
normal distance from the wall, i.e. 
-£ = 
r T'l 
K .) h(S, f] ')d11 ' 
0 
= h K 11 + O(aQ2 TJ2 ) as 11 -• 0 
Let L(TJ ) be the corresponding dissipation parameter for the primary 
undisturbed flow. Thus for simplicity, it may be assumed that 
h L(TJ ) (3. 4) 
The governing equ~tions (2. 18 a, b, c, d) are then linearized 
as follows: 
-16-
Linearized Equations: O(aa ) 
Continuity: 
ou' av' ~ +871 . u -ari ias = 1a e e (3. Sa) 
}..1omentum: 
(3.Sb) 
8v 1 ~ (aT' 802') 11
= u as + ari - as + ~ 
{ 2 (cr . } -ari ias = a U - a + 21 T) e e (3. Sc) 
Energy: 
[ u ~ ( !.') + I ~ ( T >] -[T (OU I+ av I ) + TI du - cr av I l as b v dri b ari as dri ari ...J 
+ ~ H (T i T 1 + ~ ) + _l_ G (T t T 1 + T T e'l:. ) 
oS m z T z 011 m z T 2 
m m 
1 
+ l T 2 T I 1 32 ( .!..'.... ) 
2 £ - R 8712 b 
= {iaU(CT" +iT) - a T ! T (G -iH)+ ~ :~2 ( ~)} e -all eiaS 
\ 
(3. Sd) 
··· l 7 .. 
Governing_ Equations for 0( (a::z )2 ): 
Continuity : 
OU 11 OV 11 -C,Q'TI . - ·- -Cm( , . - I -+ = a Ue · s1::i~C(S - ae · .u ' s1r,.a; + v cosa.::. '1 as a11 · "' 
Momentum: 
QU 11 .i. 
1
,dU _. on 11 ( ()a~ir o-:-! i \ i 32 1::.'! 
S: U as , v dr) . 8f; - \ as + a·~ ) - R ori2 
( au' ou' \ - U I a.; + VI OT] ) 
"": OV 11 ~ _ ( oT 11 
., u ~ + an '~ aa2
11 
) 
+ Trl 
-a-:-i 
e 
(3. 6a) 
'I 
cosa; !-
. ) 
(3.6b) 
= - ae -
2
an [U2 cos 2as + 2Tsin2as -CJcos2a.S} 
+ ae -ari [ 2Uu1cosas - Uv'sinas + 2T 1 sinas 
- 0 1 cosas} 
- (u I av I + I av I ) 
---as · v an (3. 6 c) 
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~nergy: 
1 
a 1 3 T 2 l a2 T" +- (GT 2 T l! ) t - - T 11 ( ) ari m z .e - R: ari2 lJ 
1 
= ae-Za71[UTcosZas + UCfsin2as +GT 2 T cos2as} 
m 
-ae -ari [(UT' + u'T)cosas + Tv'sinas + (U 2v'+u'CJ)sinas 
+ G(Gmi T 1 + i ~ T 1)cosas 
T 2 e 
m 
{[ a T 1 o T 1 J r (au' ov') ov 1l - u'-(-)+v'-(-) -LT'-+- -a'--J as b a ,., b ari as ari 
TI T 1 
+ ~ G(-e-~ 
oT] 2 T 2 
m 
+ 3 T '
2
_} 
B ..t.T2 
+ i { i i$ ( ~ )e - ZaT] sin2 as + 0~: ( ~' )e -afl cos as} 
(3. 6d) 
. ~ 
-~. "'-) -
In order to solve the se equations ana.lyticaUy , we need ex-
plicit expressions for the incan quantities of the prirnary flo.._,-
which appear as coefficieni:s and for c:~ng functi011s, Not all of thE-1n 
are available. In addition, there is neither first pl'inciple nor well-
accepted empirical functions to relate ihe nor::.nal Reynol<ls stresses 
o1 and o2 • and the longitudinal diffusion H to the :mean velocity as for 
the shear stress. There is still inherent difficulty of having rno!'e 
unknowns than equations. 
For large Reynolds number and hence small skin friction tur -
bulent boundary layer, a way out of the difficulty is suggested by the 
asymptotic-matched method to obtain just the main feature of physical 
importance. The small skin friction coefficient may be used a.s a 
basic parameter. 
Primary mean flow: 
Following Coles' empirical law of the wake, we assume that 
the mean flow profile has the following representation 
U = ~ [K F(C) + 1T w(n)J ( 3. 7) 
Tl Tl 
T = e2 T* = e 2 [1- ~[ - ~(u S
0 
udn' - S
0 
u
2
an') J (3. 8) 
(3. 8a) 
where € = 
u · 
T 
u 
00 
K ::: 0.41, 
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Karman constant 
scale of v iscous sublayer {3. 9) 
00 
e =So U(l-U)dfl , dimensionle ssmomentumthickness 
'IT = O. 55 for constant-pressure layer. 
F(C) is the law-of-the-w all profile, and 
F(Q -+ C as C _, 0 
F(C),..., ~ (0n C + B), for C >> 1, B = 2. 05 
An analytical approximation for this function obtained by Reicharclt(l l) 
is given by 
F(C) 
- Co tanh C \ Col 
where Co """ 10, B' = ~ (B - .0n K) 
The wake function w(T])may be approximated by 
w(ri) = 1 - cos ( '!rTlL 0 S: 1 I 
(3.10) 
( 3.11) 
At T) = 1, Eq. (3. 7) gives the skin friction law for the flat-surface 
€ ,...., 
if (0n R € + B + 2 lT) = 1 I ( 3. 12) 
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whi ch shows, for large R, 
':. ~ 0 and Rs _, <~ .. as R _, o,:: • 
Combination of Eq. (3. 7) and (3 . i 2) gives velocity profiie in the 
defect form 
C' * U = l - t W (T"J; RE:) (3. 13) 
w* = K F (C) + Rln Re t- B + ;;:' [2-w(TJ )] (3. 14) 
In the outer region where T) = 0 (1) , 
* ,...., W ,...., W(TJ) = - Rln T] + ir (2-w) ( 3. 15 ) 
where W is the velocity-defect profile. 
In the inner region where {; == 0(1 ), we have 
u = e: F(O 
e:2 T * = e:2 [ 1-F '(C)] T = (3. 1 6 ) 
* L L = R e: , 
and the energy equation approximated by 
(3. 1 7) 
For small C t h e streamwis e turbulent int ensity u 12 varies as {; 2 • 
Therefore, the stress-energy ratio may be express ed as 
b(O -
then 
T 
1 2 
2 p q 
-22.-
bi C3 -!- O(C 4 ) 
a 1 (~ +a.a C3 +0({; 4 ) 
Consequent l y, Eq. (3. 1 7) or the definiti on of L r equires 
... 
For large ~. b - b0 and L "" __, KC, thus w e assume 
'Y = o. 1085 
( 3. 18) 
where 13 is obtained by fitting experimental data measured by 
Klebanoff~lZ) Schubauer(l 3 ) and Laufer.(l 4 ) The value of y is obtained 
from Eq. (3. 1 7) by balancing the molecular diffusion with the turbu-
lent dissip.ation to the zeroth order {; . 
The difference of the normal stress a appearing i n the 
governing equations is as important as 'T only in the outer region. 
In isotropic turbulence, u 2 = v 2 = w 2 , and uv = O. The t urbulent 
shear stress uv can be produced only if the main flow is not uniform. 
Thus, the non-vanishing a as w ell as r is a measure of the degree 
of of anisotropy. Consequent~y, it is reasonable to relate 
a 
dU 
= fnc( r, dT] , 0 ) (3. 1 9 ) 
where 0 is the intermittency factor. Since T itself is related t o the 
velocity gradient through the energy production, we may simply 
assume 
..., ..., 
-· c....) -
CJ = (3. 20; 
In the out er region a.way from the ;.i;,·all, 
:::::::..:-
-2 O(fl) (3.20a. ) 
is found to be a good approximation. The distribution of i!lt ermit-
tency could be well described by the Gaussian err.or function 
·with 
O(ri) = * i(l - erf ri ) 
* ri = S(T] - O. 78) 
Analysis based on skin friction: 
(3.21) 
According to Bradshaw 1l- 5) hypothesis, the turbulent diffu-
sion of energy is mainly affected by the large eddies, at least in the 
outer part of the boundary layer. By correlating the vertical diffu-
sion to the entrainment rate, he has shown that 
1 
T 2 
( ~\) c*(ri) 
p 00 
G * """ e: G (rt) (3. 22) 
* . where G (f]) __, 0 very rapidly as ri-- O. The streamwise diffusion 
function His not known. It is, however, at most of order unity by 
its definition. Then in the energy equation, we have, for the outer 
region, 
a ( i 
- H T 2 T 1 + as m 
T T 1 
__ e ...... ) ~ O(e:) X O(T') 
2T 2 
a c(Tmi T' + 
ari 
m 
TT I 
__ e_,.) = O(e: 2 ) X O(T' ) 
2 T f 
m 
J. . 
GT 2· T = 0(<:4\, 
max 
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In the inner region, on the other hand, the streamwise varia.tion is 
negligible. Thus, the unknown longitudinal diffusion may be neglected. 
Furthermore, for a solution to the accuracy of order e, s _, 0, the 
vertical diffusion term plays no role in the perturbed energy trans-
port processes. 
At this stage, it may seem inconsistent to the derivation of 
G, which is obtained by balancing advection and diffusion. Further 
experience with the present analysis may make it necessary to 
describe diffusion processes well inside the boundary layer by in-
serting a gradient-diffusion term, such as 
nv 1 -2- a 'T ~ 
.i.:....:.... + 2 q v 0: 71 - (- )2 
P ari P 
Gradient-diffusion is not important, or at most the same order of 
magnitude as the transport diffusion, in the ordinary boundary layer 
because well inside the layer but away from the immediate neigh-
borhood of the wall the turbulent shear stress is fairly constant. On 
the contrary, the presence of the wavy surface is expected to induce 
an appreciable change to the turbulent stresses due to convection 
and streamwise pressure gradient which make the state of local 
equilibrium impossible. 
The following analytical solutions are constructed by means 
of asymptotic-matched expansions up to order ofE:. Contribution 
from terms of order E: 2 and higher involving the transport diffusion 
G, the variation of boundary layer thickness o, etc., will be neglected. 
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IV. LINEAR FIRST ORDER :.:.;oLUTJ.ON 
The fir st order linearizerl governi~1g equations {3. Sa, b .. ~:, d) 
. E. 
contain forcing functions propoilional to e 1 a ~ . The bound ary cc!1di -
tions are such that all per turbations vanish as T] .... c<l, and at Y] ·.:. 0, 
u' = v' = T 1 = 0 by non-slip condition. lt may be s hown that th~ 
homogeneous part of the differential equations d o es net con~titute 
an eigenvalue problem. Ther efore, by the uniqu eness theorem of 
the linear differ ential equati on, we expect 
u' ~('l ) 
v' iv(T]) ias 
= e ,.._, 
p' p(TJ) 
( 4. 1) 
T' T('l ) etc. 
Then the governing e quations become 
= (4. 2a) 
( ,.._, v dU ,..., ,..., \ d'T ia U u + a d T] + p - CJ1 ) - d7l 
[ 1 d
2 U j'""' - ari 
= -ia(d" + 2iT) + R -- e 
d712 
(4. 2b) 
(4. 2c) 
{4. 2d) 
1. Outer Layer T) = 0(1): 
Using the d efect form (3. 1 3) fo::: U, and the relation for 
a and T (3. 20), i . e. 
1 € W('l'l) {: = - if €2 J,. = T "'(TJ ) 
€200 * (j = 0 0 T = T .('11), 
(4. 3) 
i t can be show n from the energy equation (4. 2d ) that the perturbation 
,.... 2 
R eynol ds stress T is of order E: • 
,_., 
The nor mal str esses a 1 and '::a 
a r e expected to be the same order as T. The!"efore, for R >> 1, 
E: -+ 0, to the accuracy of order e:, the outer layer velod.ty and pres-
sure perturbations are p r actically ''invis cid. 11 
,.... d-;; 
au + - = d TJ 
e; -aT) 
a(l - K W)e 
u + p (4. 4) 
- av= 
e: -an ,.... 2 if (2ae + av)W + O( e: ) 
Expanding 
,...., E: ,..,,, 
u = Uo (TJ) + K '1i ('!')) + -- - , etc . (4 . 5) 
t h en, by substituting Eq. (4. 5) into E q. (4 . 4 ) and collecting the 
like o rde r of E: , we get 
Cl' u. + 
l 
....., 
u. + p. 
l l 
dp. 
l 
dv. 
1 
dT] 
- f . 
- .... . ' 
l 
- g. 
- i ' go = 0 , 
d71 - a' V. 1 = h.; 110 l 
" r -ll''tl 
-.()t "i i e I 
' 
,..., 
1 dW 
s:1 = Vv n 0 + .:... ·--:;-- v 0 ~ a aq 
- Cl'T) ~, 
= -i:t (2e + v 0 )Vl 
Solution to these equations which v<mishes a s T) _, oo is 
where 
....., -aT] { E: [ _ Ao d WJ ; 
u ""' e 1 +A 0 + K A 1 + ( 1 + .A-o )(W - E1 ) +a dT] + - - -J 
Ei (11;a) 
2a . 
We - Tl ' dTJ 1 
(''±.6) · 
(4. 7a.) 
(4. ?b) 
(4. 7c) 
(4. 8) 
In the energy balance (4. 2d), the coefficient function of the 
1 
dissipation term T 2 /L may w ell be approximated by U 1 (71) in this 
region. With the velocity pe:Lturbations described by Eq. (4. 7a, b), 
it follows: 
i bo ·+ 21. + ~ ) d W 
- 2a (ao bo dT] dTJ dTi 
+ Ao[00 + 2i + O(~ )] + ---} 
-?.8 -
2. Interrnediate expa~sions: 
Energy and momentum convection dominate the outer region. 
In the inner region very close to the wall, local production, dis si-
pation and molecular diffusion o f turbulent energy balance one 
another. Somewhere in betwe en, ther e must be an intermediate 
region w here energy conv ection, production and dis sipation are of 
the same importance . 
If we let 
T) = ¢(e:)f1; ¢(e:) _, 0, as e: _, 0 
(4. 9) 
T = g(e:) T; g(e:) _, 0, as e: _, 0 
then continuity equation requires ';;,...., ¢(e:). The dominant terins of 
the energy equation (4. 2ci) are 
{ia E: 1 aw g(e:) b + ¢ -K af) 
*.!.. 
€2 E: 3 ~ z} T -+ 
"¢; 7T 2 
* = E:
3 iaU(cr0 +2i)T 
Therefore the intermediate scale factor is 
¢(e:) = e:, and 
,...., 
* du 
df) 
(4. 10) 
(4.11) 
If g(e:) = e:, convection and pressure gradient would be balanced by 
Reynolds stress in the momentum equation. It will be clear, how -
ever, in the following analysis that in order to match both the outer 
and inner expansions g(e:) must be E: 2 • 
where 
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In t er ms of f] , th e p1·h~1ary mean. fl.o"'-' p rofile is 
u = 
* T 
.... 
e"' 
!::,. 
-
-
E: A 
1 - K W(T) ;E: ) 
c: { ~ 1 K _, [ c: ~ 1 - - - - + - n 1 - -K-(W+2), J 
K a fj e* I 
l 
K (' ~ W)dT) - B = j W(l -E: 
0 
a $;; 0(1), (see inner layer Eq. 4. 28) -
RE:3 
Thus, we let 
u = u (i];E:) 
......, 
v = ev(fi;e) 
p = p(rl;E:) 
a ... ... 
= E: T(T);E:) 
Then the governing equations become 
... dv - E:a.n 
au+ - = a U e ' 1 d~ 
• ~ A A s V J dlf €6 ~2u c: A Q a 1Q' U U + p + - ~ = € --;::- + - --;::-::: - - W II ( T) ) + Q ( S ) 
K CH') d T) a T)"' K 
(4, 12} 
{ 4. l .J) 
(4.14) 
(4-.15 ) 
( 4. 16) 
(4. 1 ?a) 
(4.l?b) 
(4. 1 ?c) 
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T* du + ( iaU + __ l_ ) .... T • m >!< dv >!<,.. 
- - + 1 G~ .L -- + E:etT v 
€ dfj bo 2Kfi v dfl 
(4.17c ) 
This layer differs from the outer regio n by the by t he par tici -
. pation of the shear stress T in the moment um balance of 01·de1· s . 
Hence we may let 
,.. 
+ ~ u(n; e) u = u _, u 
out 
,.. 
€2 ,.. '· ( 4. 18) v = ev _, v 
out + K v(TJ; e) 
p = P _,Pout 
Now, the two-term outer solut ion of ~(4. 7b), as 'l'l _, 0, expr e ssed in 
terms of the intermediate variable is 
where 
v ,...., 
out 
[ € n- € ('n- " "' O " , J Ao 1 + K v" e + K v" 'l'l - 2 rr + E 1 - Ka'!l J + - - -
co 
E1° = 2a ~ W e -Zar) d T) 
0 
Therefore, v = O(e ) requir e s A:> = 0 for matching. And the int er -
mediate expansions of the outer solution are 
(4.1 9a) 
- (4~ + 2 - Ei0 + Ai )afi + ---] +---} (4.19b) 
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......, . c 0 " p ......, -1 + -(E, - A 1 + i<aYJ ) + out K - (4.19c) 
T ......, 
out 
- ., ..., 
2 *I lOo ".> I 
E: b 0 T 1 0 0 +2i + - -,.- (•."Jo+ 2~ -i- ..;::_ ) + 0{~~ ) ! • 
L 2 KaT] be .J (4.1 9rl) 
The intermediate governing equation;'; a re then sirnplHicd as 
,. 
au 
Uu 
1 
- if 
dv 
+ 
d T) 
K 
= ia 
== 0 
dT 
-
dfl 
du + (iaU 
dfl bo 
Co .- " K: .6 a2 U. -1 
-1- ~L- ~ I - - + -- ~12 -1- - - - i afl ' K ,. . 2 _l ari lc:l' (4. 20) 
1 ) 1- iaU(a 0 +2i) 1 + - ---. = - - + 0 (2) 
a Kfi T ~ Kfi 
where C0 The constant C0 would complicate the repre-
sentation of the solution to (4. 20). However, it will become evident 
later that in order to match the inner solution of";;, C0 rr .. ust vanish. 
For simplicity, w e hence take C 0 = 0 in advance. Eq. (4. 20) forms 
a system of two-par ameter confluent hyper geometric differential 
equations. Neglecting terms of order e: 2 and higher, the solution is 
anal yzed in Appendix A (pp . 89-95) as 
z 
,.. - ikir {: s T = -2 + C1 Wk .!.(z) +De Wk .!.(z) 
I 2 I 2 
0 
.i 00 
+ w-k, i (-z) S wk, i(t)dt} 
,.. 1 d1-
u = - 2k dz 
z 
= ~~ l-t .wk .!.(z) - 4 W(k - .!.) 0 (z)l, 
, 2 z2 2 , -1 
z 
(4.2la) 
k 
- ""1" 
z2 W(k-i}, o(z)J S w- k ,i( - t)dt 
ioo 0 
- It wk .,!_( -z) + ~.!. w_ ,.k+.!.> ( -z~\ wk .!_(t)ctt} ~ -,z (-z)Z 'z,O _j ,z 
. z 
(4.2lb) 
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where Wk _dz), Vlk l( - z) arr:: Wnittaker ' s functions and 
, 2 - , 2 
As 
and 
( "' i 2a s~ z = --Jb; 
k = - Fa 4K-
D 
U(f] ;E:)df: :->r. 2a 1 -
.yfb;" 
-l< k<O 
, 
..L .:. 
' 2 
u ~ 
I z ! _, oc, the asymptotic expansions are 
W () k _z12L-1 . k(l-k ). O( 1 )·1 iz ....... z e T T - r 
k, ~ z z2 -' 
r . ibo 2 1 1 
b0 I CY0 + 2i + -- (a0 + Zi + - ) + 0(-·) , 
'- 2 Kafi bo fi2 .J 
-~ G~ 
+ Ci fi k e fbo [ 1 + 0 ( -1-) J 
,. 1 d9-
u = - 2k dz 
Tl 
(4,2i CJ 
( 4. 2 2} 
(4.24a) 
(4.24b) 
Since k < 0, Ak ' "'-Tl _, 0 as · T) _,co . These expansions m atch the outer 
solution. At this stage, the physical behavior of T 1 for large fi is 
·evident . 
T'( s , Tl) = T'(ri )eias 
{ k 
i a ( S - _"Q_ Ti ) - ~ } 
2 - "' ~ • 10' ':> (4 2 ) 
....... e: Ci 11 e ,~o +b0 (a+21)e + -- • 5 
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It represents a downstream w ave with amplitude decaying as ri - !k I 
and frequency changing with U(~), superimposed in a simple stl'eam.·· 
wise oscillation. 
3. Viscous Sublayer: 
In the r egion very close to the wail where 
C = Re71 = 0 (1 ) 
t he primary mean flow vel ocity and Reynolds stress are given by 
U = e: F (C) 
T = e 2 T*(C) 
, and governed by 
*' * I F" + T = 0, or F' +T = 1 
*~ dl3 * 
- T* dF + T z ( !__) 
-r- = --d C dC 2 b 
The stress - ener gy r atio b and the dissip ation parameter L are 
assumed to be 
f3 = o. 03 
7 
L = K C ( 1 - e -yC ) a , y = o. 1085 
Let 
* u = eu (C;e: ) 
a * v = R v (C;e:) 
,..., a 
* T = e: T (C;e) 
* p = P (C;e:) 
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The governing e quations become 
* * dv · a 
u + dC = F(l - Re C + ---) (4. 2 7a) 
iQ:' * 2 * * * * "I 
---)+-=--- 3 [P +E: (Fu +F'v + O' +2iT ) J RE: 
(4. 2 7b) 
* ..... ... 1 dn E: a ,,. * >:< ~ = R [a F + ia T -a ( cr + 2i T ) + 0 ( R) J (4. 27c) 
* *i 
*du * dF 3 T 2 * ( T dC + T dC ) + 2 -L- T 
d 2 T* a 
= - - ( -b ) [ 1 - RE: C + - - - J 
dC 2 
* * 
- { * * 'T * d T * dv } + ~ F ( (j ti T ) - F ( b ) - v d C ( b ) - O' d C ( 4. 2 7 d) 
From Eq. (4. 27c), we obtain 
* E: p = p(O;E:) + O(R) 
Define the pressure gradient and convection parameter 
a 
-
In terms of physical variables 
/1-=~1~1 p 3 ax 
pu,. max. 
For a ::: 0(1 ), according to the skin friction law 
- ( ~ - B - 2~) 
a E: 6 = 2 e _, (T. S. T. ), as R _, oo; E: __, O. 
€ 
(4.28) 
(4 .• 28a) 
Although the experimental results available for the evaluation of 
the theory were obtained at t::. ""' O. 3 and larger, we will assume 
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the magnitude of 6 to be small in conforw.ing v;ith t h e high 
Reynolds number approximation. 
Let 
.,, 
"" e:[(l-s2 6C)F + £(C;2)] u = E: u = 
a * a v = RV = Rh 
( 4. 2 9) 
,...., 2 * 2 2 * r = E: T = s [(1-e: 6~)2T + g(C;e:)] 
p = p * = p(O) 
and neglecting terms which remains at most O(E: 2 6) as C >> 1, Eqs. 
(4. 2 7 a, b, d) are simplified as (dropping *in T and 0) 
f + ~~ = 0 
d
2
f +~ = i 6[p(o)+22 (lf+Ff)] 
dCa a~ 
1 
(4. 30) 
T df + ( dF 3 T2)g + __i_z_ ( g_) = i 6s2 Fl2T+g - (0 + 2iT)J 
dC dC - 2 L dC 2 b l b 
For C = 0(1), the convection terms are O(s 8 ) which can be neglected 
in the solutions up to O(e:). The pressure gradient i6p then consti-
tutes a particular solution. As for C >> 1, e: 2 F 2 ,...., U 2 = 0(1), the 
pressure gradient is balanced by convection up to 0( %we:). There-
fore, for small values of 6 we assume the following form: 
f = 1 + 
,...., 
i6 f 
g = g + i6g (4. 31) 
h = h + itih 
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,We then have 
0 
1 
T2)_ da C1 
- g + - · ( .Q. ) = 0 
L d'a b 
(4.32) 
and 
+~ = [p(o) + E: 2 (i3+Ff )] 
.!. 2 ,..., -
T 2 ) ,..., d a 2 rzT +g l 
- g + - - ( & ) = s · Fl~ - (0" +2iT} 
L d,a b L b _, 
Let 
Then 
3. 1 Solution for the constant total stress : 
df + 
<lC 
g = 
g -= s 
c 
T = s { ( - s cp (t )dt } 
0 
11 = - s{t c2 - Sc SY cp (t)dt dy} 
0 0 
where cp (C) is governed by the energy equation, 
1 d~:: (~) -[1 - 2F' (0 + ~ (It'>'}oF'(() - I 
cp (O) = O 
cp ... 1, ' - C() 
(4. 33) 
(4. 34) 
( 4. 35) 
(4.36} 
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Asymptotic solut i on fo r large <; : 
1 
T 2 dF ""' 1 
L <lC lC[ 
b 1 1 b ( 1 - - + -- + - - - ) 
o 13C 132 '2 
Therefore, as C _, oo, w e obtain 
(4.37) 
Thus 
2 KC -2 [ 1 J 
_, 2KC- l l+O(?) + (T . S.T.) (4. 38) 
where Jbo 
k I = 4 K 13 ( 2 K +13) 
.and 
£ = ' -{ 1 s 2K i;' -2 } s - ert (2 KC-l) - (c:p - )di; 1 
2K 0 2KC 1-l 
as C _, oo (4. 39) 
(4. 40) 
where 
3.2 Solution with pressure gradient and connection: 
(4.41) 
- (<J +2iT )] 
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lnteg1·ating the momentum e quation once, we have 
- c df - ......, 2 \ 2 -dC + g = s+p(O)C + e j (F + Ff)dCr 
0 
The contribution of the convection term to the solution up to O{e: ) 
. is important only w hen '>> i. Let 
E: 2 
-
......, 
-£ = £ + ( K ) f1 0 
C' 2 
-g = go + ( R-) g1 
Then for £;, and g1 , only the asymptotic solution is required 
for matching with the intermediate expansion. For C = 0(1 ), 
dT 
0 
+ g = s + p(O)C Cir 0 
1 z 
3 T 2 - + _j_ (go ) = O 
2 L )go dga b 
Thus, we get 
' T = ......, 1 2 (' -s C + 2 p(O)C - .) g 0 dC 0 
where g is governed by 
0 
0 
:;, ( g~ ) - [1-2 F'((;) + t (l-[')i }i
0 
~ -T [~+p(O){; ] 
g (0) = 0 
0 
As C ..... oo, this reduces to 
d 2 go 1 -
- (-) - {l - 2Kr )go = 
dC2 b "" 
1 -( i - KI) cs +p ( o) c J 
(4. 42) 
(4. 43) 
(4. 44) 
(4. 45) 
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which gives 
2 1<:s - 2 [ (0 ',. -1-, ~ + 0(-1 )1 + (T.S.T) 2 ~(; -1 p ;',, ~ ,3 .J 
~ ' f = EiQ2 C + ( ~ + £.(Q}) .!_ .en (Z K,··l) \ (g .. ";; }dC 
o 2 K ' 2 4K K j o 0 0 
o a 
w h e r e subscript a denotes the asympt otic value, and 
Contribution from the convections for C >> 1: 
df1 c 
,....,, 2s 2 _ d(; + g1 = K (F +Ff ) 
0 
df1 O"l -
T -- - _o_ """ K2 F {2T+g - (cro+2i)T }· 
dC 2KG b 
0 
7 "'"' 2~ (0n c + d) 
(F2 +Ff) ~ K~ [ (l + ~) (0nC+B)2 + ~ (d-B)( 0n C +B )] 
Neglecting terms which remain at most O( e 2 ), we obtain 
g, ~ ~~~ =i { C{(1 +~ ) [(e.tC+B-1)2 +1] 
+ ~ (d-B)(0n C+B-l)} 
+ D,( fu (+B) + 0( 2)} 
(1. 4 6 ). 
(4.47 ) 
(4. 48) 
(4. 49) 
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f1. = ~~ I (1+ ~) ran r +B -· 2)2 +2 ] + ~id-B ) f £,n r' +B-2)l 2K l 2 - "" 2 t · ' "' J 
(4. 50) 
where K( 2 . 2+5 . D1 = a o + i - b ) 
0 
2 
As C >> 1, ( ~) (an C)2 -+ 0(1). Therefore, by retaining t erms 
which may grow to O(e) as C -+ Re 2 ~, the asymptot ic solution with 
pressure gradient and convection is given by 
g ~ ~~~ =i {s +C {p(O)+ ( ~ )2[(l+t )(JmC +B-1 )2 + ~ (d-B)& C]} 
. +0(~)} (4.51) 
f ~ 2~ [p(O)+ ( ~) 2 { (l+ ~ )(& C +B-2) 2 +[ ~ (d-B)-2KD1 ] (& C+B-1)}] 
1 r,..., E1QJ .L € 2 { 1 . s- c 2 
+R an e ls+ 2 K . (if) 6K(1Tz-) ~ '+3(B-1) an c 
+ 3(B-1)2+3] + ( 4sK (d-B)+ ~l) (an ,+2B)}] 
(4. 52) 
r'( an r l} {"' nlQ\ € 2 [ 1 S ' 
"' 2~- s +~+(if) .0n C bi<" (l+z- )( an, +3B-5) 
s Di } 
+ 4K (d-B) + 2 J 
+ ~ C + ei + - - - - (4. 5 3) 
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Intermediate -Inner matching: · 
Applying the skin friction law for the primary flow 
E: "" . 
K( .0n Re: + B +2rr)= 1 
and 
The asymptotic inner e}...--pansion expressed in terms of intermediate 
variable ~ become s 
u. "" ( 1 + ~ ) [ 1 + E:K .0n € + 0 ( E:K ) ] inner 2 
iL\{"" p(o;e:) 1 s [ E: al,.. € J + - s + + -6 (1 + - ) 1 + - 211 e: + - - -1 f L l + - 0n e + - -2 2 K K 2 K - K 
....., {s ,. e:L\ c 
vinner "" -e: 2 (a 11 + Zif ) 1 + 
. 2 
ia ,.. 2 [ s E: .0n 2 J 
+ 4K 'T'l p(o;e:) + (l+2)(l +K e: + --) 
i L\ ,.. ["" p ( 0 ; E: ) 1 S E: 2 E: n_ 'I 
+ - Cl:''!') S + + - ( 1 + - )( 1 + - .0J1 E: + - - ) ] ( 1 + - ~II € + - - ) ~ 2 2 K 6K 2 K K ) 
p. ""p(o ;e:) inner 
....... 2{ - ""i ,.. s E: 2~ T. -e: 2+s+iL\s+-a 'T') [p+(l+-2 )(1+;;;- .0ne:+--) ] inner e: r.. (4. 54) 
On the other hand, the intermediate expansion for small fi 
(see Appendix A) is 
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E: e E: ( '' " 2,..._, 2 Q ti' " \ E: A u. t ~ 1 - -K 111. e: - ~ J(iTt. ·ri - -rr + E + r.a 1)i + v- u in er . ·" l n. 
v. t in er 
E: 0 " p ~ -1 +v:-(2E1 +Kar)) + ---inter '" 
'L t in er 
Expanding 
s = 
s = 
:::... e:
2 [-2 + A(l - a 1 z - kz .en z) + Dfiz + --- ) 
+ ~ .en E: - E: So S1 + -- S;a K 
E: ,..._, + E: ...... So + if .en E: S1 S2 K 
then matching requires 
Ca·· = 0, justifying the pr e vious choice. 
p(o;e:) 
So = 0, S1 = - 4, 
1 
So = 3K • S1 = 0 
A 4 il':i = + 3K 
(4.55) 
(4.56) 
With these values for the c onstants , the three - ter m intermediate 
expansion for small Ti is 
(4.57a) 
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n- 2ia DI;. )' ( "2 i6 (. " n_,... \ j } 
+ !(/" - - 4k + 0 Tl ) -t3K \O( T]J(/1t 1l )J j + -- (4. 57b ) 
~ 
,..., ~ e:2 I 2 + i~ Ti [2 Q ,... + ( 2a1 . 2 e 2ia D~ \ 1 
\nter l r> 'n 11 ~ -t m A - 2k ) J 
+~~ [l +O(f))J +O(e: 0n e:)} (4.57c) 
and the asymptotic expansion for the inner layer as ~ --+ oo is 
+ 2a 0]} + (4. 58a) 
'"'"' { E: n- " E: [ S 2 "' ,.. 2 ,.. ,... J } 
vinner""e: l (K J(/" e:)2aT]-(K) 2a TJ+ O(TJ )+i6(0(T]07lT]) ) + --
(4. 58b) 
Intermediate -inner common parts 
Eq. (4. 57) or Eq. (4. 58) is the matched common part. 
For simplicity, we may take the matched asymptotic inner expansion 
as a common part. 
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The1· efore, matching of the:::e t\v o expansions i:a t"l-iis overlapping 
r egi on, we obt a i n 
4 ( 2';'. + l 0 a1 2iU! ~~) Sz = - E1 + -,- + 2n K ~Ibo- 4k. 
1 ( - 2 E i0 DI1 L' 3 \ Di 2d0 Sz = 3if +-- ~ ) - 2 - (4. 59) \ 4k 2 , 
C z 2 + 
i6 
= 3if 
It m ay be shovvn that, with these valu es, the fi terms i n a, ';;.and-:;:', 
and the fj2 ter ms i n v match simultan eou s l y. 
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V. NONLINEAR EFFECT--SECON D ORDER EXPAl'l"SION 
The linear first order solution obtained in the previous article 
is denoted as before by 
u ' ;:}' (Tl) l ,..._. v ' iv(T)) 
p' p (TJ) ~ ias (5 . 1) = e ,., T'(11) 
a' 
\.. 0(11) j 
where 
Substituting the real part of this expressi on into the second orde!" 
governing equations (3 . 6a, b, c, d). and describing sin2 and cos 2 
in terms of the second harmonics, we obtain a system of in-
homogeneous equations with forcing functions which contain terms 
i2as 
pr oportional to e and terms depending on ri alone (see Appendix 
B). Again, by the uniqueness theorem, we may let 
U II fi(T)) u(TJ) 
v" i~(Tl ) i2as v(ri) 
= Re e + (5 . 2) 
p" p(Tl) p(T)) 
T II ¥ (11) 'f (Tl) 
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1. Solution Invol ving the Second Harmonics 
Neglecting te r ms of o!'der .::: 2 and higher, the governing 
equations are 
+ d~ 
dT] { 
- 2aT) i - - - aT] l 
= -a Ue - z:(u-v)e J 
a¥ 
dTj 
= ia {"'a + u"-' - aT) + '";; d~} 
- 2 u v e 2 dT] 
l 
3 T 2 ~ 1 d 2 Z 
+--r---{-) 
2 L R dTJ2 b 
{ - 2 a TJ I [ - - -= - ia U { O" + i T ) e - 2 U (a +i r ) + u {CJ +i T ) 
i { - 'T - a r - a~ - . ,.., a~ 
- 2 iau (b ) + i v dT) ( b ) - r ( dT) - av) + i a dT) 
3 T2 } +- --1 
8 LT2 
2 2 - } 
_RI { 
4
1 ~ (T )e-2aT] I ~ (.'.!:.)e-a 71 
d712 b - 2 d712 b 
(5. 3b) 
(5. 3c ) 
(5. 3d) 
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The first-ord~r perturbation of the n ormal stress difference a , 
appeared in the forcing function of Eq. (5. 3d), is expected to be the 
same order as '1" . Based on the same argument discussed in Article 
Ill, we further assume 
,...., ,...., 
CJ """' CJ T 
0 
(5. 4) 
to complete the closure of the system. 
1.1 Outer Layer 71=0(1): 
By using the expression (4. 3) for the primary mean flow and 
the corresponding first-order outer solution Eq. (4. 60), the governing · 
equations for this layer are simplified as 
dv { } 2 2a;r + dT] = ~ - 1 + %(3W-2Ei) e- aT) 
d~ e: ~ e: o -2aT] drl - 2a ( 1 - if W )v = K a ( 2 W - E 1 - E 1 ) e (5. 5) 
An application of the. regular limit process expansion of~ etc. in 
power of e:, E:-+ 0, yields a solution which vanishes as T] .... oo. 
(5.6b) 
(5.6c) 
where 
4a71 s oo We -4a'T')' Ea (r1;a) = 4ae d'T') 1 (5. 7} 
'11 
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The21, the e n e r gy equation (5 . 3d) together w i th the assumption (5. 4), 
and the v elocity perturbations (5. 6 a, b) gives 
T (5. 6d) 
1. 2 Intermediate E xpansion: 
Similar to the first-order e xpans5.on, i t may be shown from 
the energy balance that the intermediate variabl e is 
= (5. 8) 
In terms of this variable, the outer expansion of~ as 'T'J __, 0 becomes 
(5. 9) 
It will be evident in the following analysis that in order to match the 
inner solution of~, which is of order ~ , 
0 
E2 (5.10) 
The interme diate expansions of the tw o-term outer solution as ri _... 0 
are 
~ 
v 
outer 
Pouter 
1 "'} + z Kari + ---
(5. 11) 
- E~ ) + - - - } 
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where 
00 
E~ = 4a ~ W(T])e -4c~TJ <lr, 
0 
(5.12) 
As discussed in the previous a rticle, this layer differs fro m 
the outer region by the involvement of the Reynolds stress ~ in the 
momentum balance of order s. If we let 
~ i~ 1 E: ,.. ,.. 1 E: * ,.. u = -2 K U( T) •C)>· .L - u(ri;S) 1.. outer ,~ ) . K 
~ {~outer 3 €2 ,.. ,.. } €2 ~ ,.. v = -ZK v(T);e:) +Kv(T);S) 
( 5. 1 3) 
~ ~ ,.. ,.. 
p = pouter + p 
~ 
_2 ,.. ,.. T = t:, T 
where u and v are the corresponding first-order (of aa) intermediate 
expansions defined in Eq. (4. 18), then by using the differential equa -
tions for u, v and f given in Eq. (4. 20), the complicated governing 
equations (5. 3 a, b, c, d) for this layer are simplified as 
,.. 
,.. av-
2a u + = 0 + O( e: ) 
a-?] 
(5. 14a) 
,.. 
e: { ~ ,.. K dT + -- - } Uu = 2ia if~ dfj <l"T) (5. 14b) 
~ 
= 0(€2) (5. 14c) 
dfl 
+ O(e:) (5. l 4d) 
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From Eqs. (5. 13) and (5. 14c), it follows immediately 
~p = ~ +0( 2) 
Pouter 8 (5. 15) 
The method of solving the system of equations (5. 14 a, b, d) is the 
same as that of the previous fir st-order solution which is outlined 
in Appendix A (p. 89). Define 
y 
Z1 -
k -
Ti 
~ u(fi)dfl ~{1 + ~ 0ne + ~(0n fi - 2';-1)}n 
+ 
0 
4ia 
= 2z --y; Z1 
Jr;; 
Jho 
41\ 
(5. 16) 
Then neglecting terms of order E: and higher, Eqs. (5. 14 b, d) become 
..... 
..... 1 dT ..... 
u = 
- 2k dz1 
(5.17a) 
dz~ [- ~ z~ J ,.. ,.. - G(z) dz1 + + T = (5. 18b) 
where 
G(z) = I{" ..... k1" z} - (T - 2)T - - ( -2) 16 z {5_. 19) 
An integral basis for the confluent hypergeometric e quation (5. 18b) 
is again formed by a pair of Whittaker 1 s functions 
with the Wronskian given by 
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ikir 
e 
The forcing function G(z) which characterizes the non- linear effe ct 
conta ins the product of T. 
(5. 19) 
To be consistent w ith the fir st-order e xpa nsion, '\V e may tr e at 6 
2 
small, and neglect u terms. Let 
(5. 20) 
then 
{
Go (z) 
G1 (z) 
1 { ,.. ,.. k ,.. 2} 
= 16 (T0 - 2)T0 - z-(T0 -2) 
(5. 20a) 
,.. ,.. ,.. 
The complete solution for 1-, u and v which is finite as 
Ti ..... oo, z1 -'i cc is given by 
Z1 
~ = A2 wk _!_(Z1) + e -ikrr {wk _!_(Z1) \ w -k _!_(-z~ )G(z 1 )d~1 
•2 •2 .)0 • 2 
+ W-k, ~ (-z1 ) \iooWk .!. (z{)G(z 1)dz{} (5. 2la) 
c;. .\l . 2 
a = lk[wk.t(zi)- ~~ · w(k-i ),o(zi}J {~ 
1 
Z1 
+ e-ikrr ~ W_k _!_(-z1 )G(zl)dzf} 
0 •2 
- 4~[w_k _!_(-z1) + ~_!_ w-(k+l) (-z1 )] { 
•2 (-z1 )2 2 ,o 
ioo 
e-ikrr ~ Wk,i(z{)G(z l)dz~} 
Z1 
(5. 2l b ) 
"' 
"' v 
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= (5. 2lc) 
As z .... i oo, by using the asymptotic expansion of Whittak er 1 s 
functions shown in Appendix A, and of T given by Eq. (4. 24a), it can 
be shown that 
~ 
u 
+ ~ Z1 -lkle-iz1(1 + Q(;l )} 
4~ ~ z1-lkle-iz1[1 + O(;l)} 
(5. 22) 
where ~ is a constant involving Az and some constant of integration. 
The asymptotic expansion of ~ matches the outer solution (5. 6d) 
automatically. And 
~ 
-+ u 
outer, as ~ ..... oo 
As z ..... 0, by using the pow er series representation for 
Whittaker 1 s functions, and let 
we have 
(5.23) 
(5. 24) 
~ """(Aeo+i6.Aci1) [l-a1z1-kz1 0n. z1 + --}+(I2 o+i6Ia1)z1 + ---
"' i "' ...., [ a1 } 
"' ::::.. u 2(~ 0 +i6~1) 0n z1 +l+ k + O(z1 0n z1) 
1 ...., ...., (5. 25) 
- Zk ( ~ 0 +iti I a i ) [ 1 - k z1 + - - J 
"' iK l~o+i6Aa1-C3 ,.. ::::.. + O(z1 0n z1 )} v 
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'\vhere 
1CO 
r~ o = 
so 
Wk .!_( z 1 )Go (z)dz1 
, 2. 
ioo (5. 25a) 
I~n = ~ Wk _!_(z1 )G1 (z)dz1 
0 • 2. 
......, Aa o L.a o eikr. ~ o = I'(l -k) + I'(l +k) 
-ik-rr (5. 25b) 
A~n Aa1 L.a l e = I' (l -k) + I'{l +k) 
......., 
12 0 Ia 0 
= I'(l -k) (5. 25c) 
,..., 
121 121 
1. 3 Inner Layer: 
In the viscous region, the inner variable is 
C = Re T) • (5. 26) 
The primary mean flow velocity and Reynolds stress are 
u = e: F(C) 
T = 
and the first-order (aa) inner-layer solution is described by 
u = e: [ F + f} 
Q' 
h = 
v R ( 4. 2 9 ) 
,..., 
s 2 [ 2T * + g} T = 
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The second-order fl momentum e quation (5. 3c ) for t his layer becomes 
= 
which yields 
p 
with 
If we let 
€ 
0 + 0( - ' R' 
~ = e [- ~ F - i f + u} 
2a [ 3 } R - 4h + v ::::::! v = 
(5.27) 
(5. 28) 
(5.29) 
and substituting into the governing equations (5. 3 a, b, d) e xpressed 
in terms of ,, then by using the relation and energy balance betw een 
* F and T • and the differential equations describing£, g and h given 
by Eq. (4. 30), w e obtain a syste m of simplified equations (dropping 
*in T) 
dv 
u + d' = 0 
(5. 30) 
wher e in the i6e: 2 c onvection terms, only the part which will be sig-
nificant as ' >> 1 is retained. 
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Now, from the first-order solution, we have 
(4. 31) 
The leading term of T and g is Therefore, to be consis -
E: 2 tent with the first-order expansion, terms of order ( K.en E:) and of 
order 62 such as f 2 , g 2 etc. will be neglected in the following. Thus 
i6 { - df ,..., df 
= 2 (g d~ + g d~ ) 
dz ... ( ~ ) d~2 b 
~ gg 1} 
4 -
L T 2 
(5. 31) 
The process of analysis will be simpler if we pre -match the ex-
pr es sion given in Eq. (5. 2 9) with the intermediate expansion and 
determine the outer condition for u and 1". 
~- = E: ( - i F - if + u} inner 
= iE:F-iE:(F+f)+E:u(~) (5. 32) 
..... i U (~) - .!. ;' + E: u (R E: 2 fi), as ~ ..... RE: 2 fi 
'
1 2 inner 
On the other hand, the intermediate expansion for ~as Ti ..... 0 is 
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;r "'"' - i + ( £ fm E:) .:2. + £[ :2... (0n n - 2-:;;:) - E 1° + 2E~ + -21 Kdfi] inter 4 K 4 K ?. ' ., ' 1 
1 A. l"" C'::: 0 0 
= 4 U (11) - 2 uinter + ~ { u - 2E1 + 2 E 2 ) {5. 3 3) 
where 
{ 
A. E: 
U(TJ) = 1 + "K 2n e 
"" "' E: u. (TJ) ""'"' 1- - kln E: inter K 
Since the first-order~- t and~- match each other already, in er inner 
therefore the matching condition for u is simply 
(5. 34) 
Now, sirrrilar to the method employed in the previous article, 
we assume 
u = u + iilu1 0 
v = v + itiv1 (5.35) 0 
T = T + illT 1 0 
The governing equations for u , v and T are the same as the pre-
o 0 0 
vious linear case. Hence, the solution must be of the same form 
as given in Eq. (4. 39). In view of the log asymptotic behavior of u 
0 
which grows to a lower order of E: for large ~ according to the skin 
friction law (3. 12), it is evident from the matching condition (5. 34) 
that u must be of order E:. Let 
0 
* = s 0 
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For ' >>, the asymptotic expansion is given by 
c::* ~ ~~ [enc +d +o(~)} 
* so . 1 
2 K [ C (km C - 1 +d) - 2 K Q-n C te+ O(~)} 
(5. 36) 
(5.37) 
Then the equations for i6 terms describing the pressure 
gradient and convection become 
= 0 
(5. 38) 
The integral of the connection term e: 3 Fu
0
C! becomes important only 
when'>> 1. We may therefore use the asymptotic function of F and 
u 02 for the integrand. To the accuracy of order e:, terms which ar e 
2 . 
at most O(e: ) as C >> 1 will be neglected. 
By using the energy equation for g and f, we obtain an 
asymptotic solution as 
-5 8-
(5. 39a) 
. ~ s* 
e: C{:::::: e:"" OM } + ( if) if P2 ( 0 ) + ( ff ) 2 C 
1{€ · - e:-}"' 
- 4 ( K £11 e:) s1 + K s 2 'f + const (5. 39b) 
Applying the skin friction law, then 
The unmat ched inner expansion as C -> oo expressed in terms of ft 
becomes 
* 
e: { so e: } 
e: ['1.(C)} "'"' if 2 (I + K 0n e: + O(e:)) 
c-. C() 
(5. 40a) 
+ i6 s; + - -- } (5. 40b) 
where (e: f) remains at O(e:) as shown in the first-order inner solution. 
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The intermediate expansion of? as Ti _, 0 is from. (5. 25) as 
' --- ~ ) 
while the matching condition for E:u frorri (5. 34) is 
e:{:::" o o} K u(71) + 2(E2 - E 1 ) 
71--+ 0 
E: { i ,..., " 1 ,..., ice .... o c 
=K 2A20(2"171 +---)- 2k 120(1--y "1) + 2(E2 -E1 
Expanding 
we then obtain 
* $10 
,..., 
A 20 
s* 
0 
= 
= 
= 
= 
* 51 i = 
A.al = 
0 
0 
1 ,..., 
- -)-kl~H + ---- J} 
4(E0 -E0 ) - .!_ I 
2 l k 20 
- [43 (Eao -Eo1) I I + I I l 
- 6k 2 0 k 21 _ 
(5. 4lc;,) 
(5. 4Ib) 
(5. 42) 
With these values for constants, the ~terms in the inner solution 
match the 0(6°) intermediate expansion simultaneously. The con-
stant A 2 for the intermediate expansion is then 
= _ I'(l-k) ~ikrr [r + .li T J 
I'(l+k) e ~o 1 ~1 (5. 43) 
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2. Variation to the Mean - - Function of Tl .A.lone: 
The second order variation to the primary mean flow is purely 
a non-linear effect due to small but finite disturbance. Within the 
frame of large Reynolds number and her..c e small skin friction approx-
imation together with the neglect of the boundary-layer thickness 
variation, the perturbat ions are described b y the following equations. 
dv 
CfTi = { 
ia ,...., ,...., -ari} Re -y (u+v)e 
l 
~ ( T )~ -[T du + du if' _ o- d~ J + ~ T 2 r _ 1 a2 ( r ) 
dT] b dTJ d T] . dT] 2 L R dT]2 b 
{ a - a Tl r, ,...., ,...., ,...., ,...., "'j-= Re - 2 e LU(-r + i a ) + T (u-v) + i 0"" u 
(5. 46a) 
(5. 46b) 
(5. 46c) 
-* * ,...., ""'* ,....,,.....,* 
i G ,...., 'r ,.._. d 'r ""* du ,...., ,...., dv 3 T 'r l + - iau (-) - iv - ( - ) + 'r ( - - av ) + i a - - - ------i 
z. b d T] b dT'] d'l") 8 LT2 _ 
where * quantity signifies its complex conjugate. 
The continuity equation (5. 46a) can be written as 
dv 
dT] 
. - ,...., 
R { i d ,..,,,. -ctr) i ,...., dv -ari} = e 2 dT) (v e ) - z (a u + dT] )e 
From the first-order (aa) continuity, 
(5. 46d) 
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,...,, d~ -Q"" 
au+-= aUe 1 dri 
Since U(T) ) is real, it follow s imme diately 
(5.47 ) 
Using the outer solution of '.;'. and~ obtained in the previous 
article and neglecting terms of order 8 2 and highe r, one simple inte -
gration of Eq. (5. 46c) yields 
(5. 48) 
The streamwise S momentum equation (5. 46b) is ill-posed in 
both the outer region Tj = 0(1) and the inter~ediate layer ~ = 0(1), 
because 
a) The outer solution for~ and';; is real only up to 0(8). 
Hence contribution from the real part ofthe forcing function 
is 0(82 ). Terms of order 8 2 , however, involve the varia-
tion ofthe boundary-layer thickness which has been alto-
gether neglected. 
b) If we ignore the outer solution of T altogether, then in 
the intermediate layer fi = 0 (1). the equation becomes 
dT 
dfi = 
0(8 3 ) 
If the constant of integration of 0(8 2 ) is determined 
by the matching with the inner layer expansion, the 
condition that T vanishes as ri- oo would remain unsatisfied . 
Since v is known, the differential equation for T, uncoupled from~ 
in the outer region, is first order. Only with a typical forcing 
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function, could the solution possibly satisfy two conditions. Ai!Yling 
at this typical forcing function, we exaw...ine 
......... * i du i d ""-'*"'- i 
2 v dT) = 2 dT) (u v) - 2 
Applying the equation oi continuity to replace the derivative 
of':;;. by U and;-, and using the relation 
,.... "'"'* Re (i u u ) 0 
Re (- ia ~) = Re(ia~). 
we then obtain 
Re ( i ~ d~) = Re { i ~ (~ ~) +..!.. a U ~ e -ari} 
2 dT) 2 dT) 2 
Substituting this expression together with the known~ into Eq. (5.46b), 
using both the streamwise (S) and the normal (Tl) momentum equations 
( 4.2 b, c) for the first-order perturbations to cancel all the momen-
tumwise balanced terms, we obtain 
(5. 49) 
Now the real part of the terms inside the se cond brace is non-zero 
2 """""' ,..._., - ,...,_, 
only with the O( E: ) expansion of u, v and p which has been neglected. 
Therefore, it is consistent in the analysis to take 
(5. 50) 
valid for both outer and intermediate region. 
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To construct a solution for u, we again divide the region of 
interest into three layers. For each layer, the corresponding linea:::-
fir st-order matched solution, together with the gove ming equations 
if needed, will be use ::l t o simplify the energy equation (5. 46d). The 
processes of simplification are quite involved. In the following, 
only the simplified version is presented. 
2. I Outer Region: 
d~ 
= di'] - a e-
2
aTJ {1 + £[w + 4 E - 6 E 0 2 K 1 l 
l 
I dW 
a dT] 
(5. 51) 
where T 2 IL has been approximated by U' (TJ). Integrating once, we 
obtain 
where 
00 00 
E3 = 4a2e2aT] ~ ~ W(T]")e-2an" dTl''Tl' 
2 2a'l'"l = ae ' 1 
Tl 11' 
2. 2 Intermediate Layer: 
au 
. d~ 
{ a 1 du I . 1 ,. ,. *} 2 = e: - -2 + -2"" - - -- - -- r r + O(e: } 
"" d~ 2K~ 16K~ 
(5. 52a) 
(5.53} 
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where u and f · are functions of z defined in Eq. (4. 18) and 
z = 
Zia U(r)) fi 
~ 
" 
ZK d~ 
--
.Jb; dz 
u = 
Now, in terms of fi, the outer expansion as T] ..... 0, becomes 
where 
b2 (}2 
e: { r.1 0 ( 0 ) J ,... 1 " l 
- K L2 + 4 1+4 0!l f]+As+z-KaT)J + ---
2 2 
7 o o - ho ( 0 o ) (E
1
o _ -Aa = 4 E1 - E 3 - TT + 4 1 + 4 Z 'TT) 
Eo 
3 
00 
= Za S E
1 
(Tl)e -Zari dTJ 
0 
(5.54) 
(5. 54a) 
The intermediate solution for u which matches its outer expansion 
is 
- ~-1 [ b 2 ~ )] 
uinter - 4 - ~ 0n e: i + ~ ( 1 + 4° 
£ {.!. u" 1 l " "* n- " 1 " + IC i - ( 2 + i6 T T ) Kitt TJ - 2 KaT} - ~ 
ioo 
Jb; 
16K S ( Zia ) .... o. * } \ 0n z 1 - 0n -- u ·1 dz 1 + z ~ (5. 55) 
where only the real part is to be taken, and 
as Ti ..... 00 
.... 
u ..... -
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2. 3 Inner Layer C = R t: il: 
If we let 
(5. 56) 
Then the governing equation for the layer is simplified as 
= 0 + O(iti) 
+ 1 + 
T du + ( dF _ ~ T 2 ) ,.. + __ d2 'T" 2 2 I ( -b ) = 0 + O(i6;6 ) 
d' dC L d,2 
(5. 5 7) 
The real part of the iti terms is O{E:2 ti). With the neglecting of the 
l:!.2 terms as before, the asymptotic solution is given by 
+ s+ 1 
u = ZK [.0n C + d + 0 ( C) ] + (T. S. T. ) 
(5. 58) 
,.+ 
= 
2KC-2 [ s + + 0 ( ,12 ) ] + (T. S. T ~ ) 2KC-l 
+ + E: + + E: + where s = so +K" .0n 8 s - s2 1 K (5. 58a) 
Intermediate-Inner Mat ching 
As C -+ oo, in terms of the intermediate variable f], the inner 
solution becomes 
= l. { E: E: n- ,. ,. } u ""' - 1 + - .0n E: + - ( 1(//£ ri - 2 1T inner 4 K K 
(5. 59) 
T. ""' e: 2 [ 1 + s 0+ .+ 0 ( e:K .0n e:)} inner 
I I 
-oo-· 
On the ether hand, th~ intermediate expansion, as f: -+ 0 
u(TJ) -+ 2 0i1 fi + u (O) 
,. (TJ) 
- 2 
i6 
+ 3if 
becomes 
2 
= - 1- E: cl bo ( u. ~ 4- "K.071 e: 2 + -- 1 inter · 4 
e:li ,... l" 1 "l +KL 4 en,., + 2 u (O ) - .. ~ - ~ - 2 K:ari..J 
1'. ""'e: 2 [ 1+0(~ .0n r1)} inter 
where 
= Re 
Jb;; 
16 IC 
0 
n- 2ia )\ "' "* d >://£ -- u ,. z 
Jho 
Therefore matching r e quires 
+ 0 so = 
02 
+ 
- { 3 + b~ ( 1 + 4° ) J sl = 
+ "' 
,...., 
S2 = u(O) - 2(A 3 + 1s) + 1T 
(5. 60) 
(5 . 6Ca) 
(5. 61) 
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The composite solution which is valid uniformly for 0 ::::; T] $ oo is 
then given by 
+ . + 1 ~ 
- K (u (C) - uasymp )_i + --- f (5. 62a) 
where u + (C) for C = 0(1) is obtained by the numerical method. 
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VI. RESULTS A.!"'\JD DISCUSSION 
One of the main goals of the pr esent study is to i nvestigate 
two basic questions: (a) Is the chosen model equation for the 
turbulent shear stress applicable to this specific problem? (b) H ov;r 
much does the second order non--linear effect contribute? For dire c..:t 
comparison with the experimental data of Sigal, the results of the 
previous analysis are presented below in Cartesian coordinates 
(see Appendix C). 
1. Velocityprofiles : 
A comparison of velocity distributions for four stations 
along the w ave is shown in Figures 2-5. Over most of the layer, 
except in the immediate neighborhood of the wall, the linear first-
order theory agrees well with the experiment. Profiles including 
second-order solution are shown in Figures 3 and 5. A comparison 
with the first-order theory shows that the non-linear effect is 
insignificant for wave slope less than about O. 2. 
2. Reynolds stress profiles: 
Comparisons of the detailed structure of the turbulent shear 
stress distributions for 8 stations along the wave are shown in 
Figures 6 and 7. The agreement is only qualitative. The oscillatory 
behavior of the theoretical solution is the result of the model energy 
equation which is hyperbolic. Near the wall, the calculated period 
of oscillation is only about half of that measured. 
,, 
It is worth noticing that the strong variation of CT near the 
wall, as shown in the figures, is not caused by the non-linear 
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effect. It is the result of t he presentation in Cartesia n coordinates, 
since 'T = - p u 1 u' contains the horizontal component of the 
>..-y x y --
streamwise normal stress o u 12 which is large compared to p u'v' 
in the wall region for high Reynolds nurnber turbulent boundary layer. 
3. Sur face pressure distributions: 
- (aa) 2 [ 1 + ~ (4 E~ - 6 E~ ) + - - - ] cos 2ax 
Figures 8 and 9 show a comparison of wall pressure m easure-
ments with the first and second order theory. The agreement is 
satisfactory except possibly for a very small phase shift. From 
the governing equations, it is easy to see that only if the perturbed 
shear stress 'T 1 is of order e: (while the primary T = 0(e: 2 )) some-
where in the boundary layer, could p(T'l) obtain an imaginary solution 
of order e: which would account for the possible phase shift. How-
ever, the chosen model equation for the shear stress together with 
the boundary conditions do not permit T 1 to have order of e: solution 
throughout the whole layer. 
Contribution from the solution of order e:<l including the 
variation of the boundary thickness and the normal velocity V is 
analyzed. The phase shift is found to be 
2 e: 2 (1 + E~ - E~ ) 
1 - £ 2 E 0 K 1 
where 
Eo 
4 
Eo 
5 
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•
00 
-2aT] 
= - b 0 a J 0- (n )e d71 > O , 
0 
= 
1 00 e* J
0 
(4ari - Za2 'Tf - 1 )W e -Zan di) 
For a= 0(1) and <:: 2 ~ O. 0015, cp is indeed vanishingly small. 
4. Surface shear stress distribut ions: 
The most important part of the pres ent study is to examine 
the result of the surface shear stress, 
'!" 
w = 
µ (au) 
h a11 n= 0 , 
which performs a signific.::i.nt role in the process of cross-hatching 
ablation. 
Comparisons of the measured skin friction distributions 
by Sigal and Kendall with the first and the second order theory 
are shown in Figures 10-12. Away from the vicinity of maximum 
slope where 
_y_(~)""' 3 ax o. 07 , 
pu,. 
Sigal' s measurements for WW! and WW2 with Preston tube must 
be reliable. Prediction of the phase shift is satisfactory. The 
predicted magnitude of the perturbed skin friction is twice as 
large as that measured. 
As a reference, a qualitative comparison with Kendall's 
measurement is made in Fig. 12. Disagreement is profound. In 
fact, the Reynolds number of his experiment is relatively small, 
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and the pressure gradient parameter tJ. is quite large (""" 1. 75), while 
the theoretical analysis is based on the large Reynolds number approx-
· imation. No def{nite conclusion could be drawn from this comparison. 
5. Discussions: 
In the outer part of the layer the perturbed flow is practically 
"inviscid." Predictions for the velocity and Reynolds stress, as well 
as the wall pressure distributions which are mainly determined by 
the momentum transport in the outer layer, agree well with the 
experimental measurements. In the wall region where the perturbed 
Reynolds stress plays a significant role in the process of momentum 
transport, only a qualitative agreement is obtained. 
In his comment upon Davis' (1972) visco-elastic response 
of turbulent fluid, Towns end ( 19 72) pointed out that use of the energy 
equation i .mmediately introduces a vis co-elastic response with a 
relaxation time as large as is plausible. He concluded that for wave 
slopes greater than O. 1, nonlinear behavior becomes significant, and 
it seems unlikely that linear theory can describe the observation. 
As a matter of fact for small amplitude wave, the flow tends 
to follow along the wave surface. If the problem is formulated in 
Cartesian coordinates instead of orthogonal wavy coordinates, we 
have from the transformation (see Appendix C) 
---~~ -- 2 ~ -ari 
u' u' """ u'v' - aa(u' - v' )e sinas 
x y 
and 
T = T + aa T 1 
xy xy xy 
-ari 
= T + aa('T" 1 - Cf e sinas) 
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In the wall region the difference of the primary norn1al s t r ess er is 
aimost 10 times as large as T for high Reynolds nu1nber boundary 
layer. The refore, for aa """O. 1, the pert u !"bed shear stres s will be 
of the same order of magnitude as the primary undisturbed one if 
viewed from Cartesian coordinates. 
The results of the present s tudy show that the nonlinear and 
second-order effect is insignificant for amplitude to w a v elength ratio 
of O. 03 (wave slope aQ' ""'O. 2 ). The discrepancies in the detailed 
structure of the velocity, shear stress, and skin friction distributions 
near the wall suggest modifications to the model are required to 
describe the pres e nt problem. 
Formulation of the problem in orthogonal coordinates imme-
diately introduces a curvature effect. Use of the ene:rgy equation 
already incorporates the convective r espouse- -a vis co-elastic be-
havior. Consequently, the empirical functions which relate the tur -
bulent motion to the shear stress require a further examination. 
Particular attention should be paid to the flow close to the surface. 
According to the order of magnitude analysis based on the skin 
friction discussed in Article III, the streamwise and the normal 
turbulent diffusions are insignificant in the wall region. Figures 
13 and 14 show comparisons of the surface shear stress profiles 
obtained with constant and variable stress-to-energy ratio b in 
the wall region. The difference is very small.. The important ques -
tions we may examine are then: How is the dissipation of turbulent 
energy modified in the presence of pres sure gradient and convection? 
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Laminarization of equilibrium turbulent boundary layers can occur 
in fairly large favorable pressure gradient. vrhat is the three-
dimensional effect associated with flow over wavy boundaries? The 
strength of streamw ise counterrotating vortices in turbulent boundary 
layer is expected to be amplified on the concave portion of the wave 
surface because of Taylor- Gortler in~tability. 
Further experimental and theoretical investigations are clearly 
needed for better understanding of turbulent flows over wavy bound-
aries. 
\ 
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APPENDIX A 
SOLUTION OF THE INHOMOGEN EOUS CONFLUENT 
HYPERGEOMETRIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION (4. 20 ) 
Uu = K dT ia dfi 
(A-1) 
where U = I + ~ Rme + ~ (0nfi - 2-:;:;). For fi >> 1, the homo g eneous 
part of Eq. (A-1) provides oscillatory solution with variable local 
frequency proportional the integral of U(T];€). Thus, let 
fi 
s f][l+~ .en e C' ......., y = U(f];€}dTJ1 = + .:::._ (0n Ti - 27T - 1) J K 
o+ 
e: " 
= (U - -)T] K 
""" u Ti (A-2) 
Define 
2a 
z = 1 y 
~ 
(A-3a) 
k = - Jl50 ~ -1 < k < 0 (A-3b) 
Then we obtain a set of degenerate confluent hypergeometric equations 
,.. 1 d1-
u = - 2k dz (A-4a) 
daT k 
+(-i+-)1- = 
dza z 
~ 
4 (cr0 +2i) 
2k (A-4b) 
--z 
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Solution of T: 
The homogeneous part of Eq. (A-4b) is a special case of 
Whittaker's differential equation in a self-adjoint form 
d2 cp + f -~ + k + l:lt._ 1 cp = 0 
dz2 L - 2z 4z2 ) 
with µ = 1 • 
An integral basis is formed by a pair of Whittaker's functions given 
by 
00 k -z/2 
s t - k ( 1 + .!.. t e -t dt wk .dz) z e = I'(l -k) • 2 z 
0 
(A-Sa) 
Re{l -k) > o. larg z I < 7T 
( )-k z/2 
. 00 
W k .!_{-z) -z e s tk(l - .!.. ) -ke -t dt = 
- •2 I'(l+k) z 
0 (A-Sb) 
Re{l+k) > o, larg(-z) I < ir 
Both Wk .1.(z) and W_k .!_(-z) are finite but not analytic at z = O. A 
• . 2 • 2 
suitable limiting process is taken to obtain their power series repre-
sentation for I z I < oo . 
Wk .!.{z) = - 1- {??lk i (z). 21! z + Hk i(z)} 
12 I'(-k) •Z •Z 
(A-6) 
where 77lk .!. (z) is a degenerate confluent hypergeometric series given 
. • 2 
by 
and 
where 
-91-
'frl .!. ( z) 
··k, 2 
- z/2 
= ze l F 1 (1-k; 2;z) 
-z/2 ~ 
= ze LJ 
(1-k ) • Zn 
n I I 
, z. !< oo, 
Hk .!. (z) = 
, 2 
{l -k)0 = 1, 
n=O (n+ 1) ! (n ! ) 
-z.t / 
ze t -
I'(l -k) { 
~ I' (l -k+n) [ I .1 , ) LJ Yt - K+n 
n=O (n+l) ! (n!) 
I'( k) "' 
'f(l+n)-'f(2+n)]zn +--;--} 
{l -k) = {l -k) (2 -k) - - - (n-k) • 
n 
and 'l!(x) i s Psi (diganup.a ) function 
'l!(x) = I''{x) 
I'(x) 
1 00 1 
= -y - - + x 6 
x n=l n(x+n) 
y = Euler's constant O. 5772157 
The Wronskian for the chosen pair of solutions is 
} -k w -k, t ( -z ) = ( - 1 ) 
and the branch line :ln the z plane is the negative real axis. For 
positive imaginary z defined by Eq. (A-3), we take 
( -z) = (ze -i ir) 
to assure larg(-z) I < ir. Thus 
ikrr 
e 
{-1) -i 'Tr = e 
(A-7) 
(A-8) 
(A- 9) 
(A-10) 
(A-11) 
(A-12) 
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The n, as I z I _. oo 
T ,...., -2 + 4Dfl + 4k + --- } + C, zke -z/2 r 1+o(l ) ] 
\ Z - L Z 
[ 
i b 0 2 ·1 
= b0 (o0 +2i) +2 Kay (a0 + 2i +b0 ) + ---.J 
1 
- k -z /2 [ 1 + 0 ( - } J 
+ C1z e z (A- 15 ) 
Series expansion around z = 0 : 
Applying the properties of Digamma function 
'f(l) = -y 
(A-16) 
'f(l +k) = ~ + 'f (k) 
The functions 711 and H are expanded n ear the origin a s 
711 i(z) """ z [l - k z + - 1- (k2 + i)z2 + --- } k, 2 2 12 
(A-1 7) 
H i(z)""" I'(-k) [l-a1 z +a2z2 +----} 
k, 2 I'(l-k) 
where 
= i + k[ 'f(l-k) + 2y - I ] 
= 
1 3 2 1 
2 a 1 k - 4 k + 8 
The pair of Whittak er 1 s function s is 
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The series expansion for the integral terms inside the brace of 
Eq. (A--13} is carried out as 
{ I i 2 [ k ] ikrr J ~ ! 1 W _ k, ± ( -z) - 2 z l - b z + o ( z .en z) e 
where 
Therefore, around z = 0, we have 
or T """-2+A[(l-a1 z+~z2 +--)-kz .lmz(l-~z+---)] 
where 
A = 
[ ......, l ......, 2 2 J +D I1z -2(1 +I1k)z +O(z .0nz) 
+ 
r (1-k) 
DI1 
I'(l+k) 
-ikrr 
e 
Solution of u: 
From the integral representation of W, Eq. (A-Sa, b), it 
is immediately seen that 
d 
- ·-· dz wk .!_(z) = -i wk .!_(z) + 4 w(k .!.) (z) •2 •2 z2 -2.0 
i w -k .!.( - z) + ~ w_ (k+l.) J -z) 
•2 (-z)2 2. 
where 
k-i -z/2 00 
w(k--21),o(z) = z e \ tk (l+ zt) k-1 e -t dt 
I'(l-k) ·\ 
1 I oo 
(-z)-(k+z-) ez 2 Stk(l-.!.f(l+k) e-t dt 
W-(k+i),o(-z) = T(l+k) 
0 
z 
(A-19) 
(A-20) 
(A-21) 
(A-22a) 
(A-22b) 
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Branch line x 
W:e+* 
The complete solution for 1- which is finite as l z I - co is 
1- = -2 + C 1 Wk .!.(z ) 
, 2 
z ioo -ikir~W 1 (z) s · , ~~ r L 
+De l k,z W_k.!.(-t)T~, .!_(-z) Wk.!.(t)dt j . 
0 '2 K, 2 Z '2 
where D ho . 1 = 4 {cr0 +21) + 2 • 
Asymptotic expansion for l a rge I z I: 
N-1 
wk .!_{ z ),...., zke -z/2 { 1 + :6 
. , 2 n=l 
(-k) (1-k) 
n n 
n!(-z)n 
-k z/2 r N;,l {k) {l+k) 1 't 
V,:k .!.(-z),...., (-z) e i! + D ~ n n + O(N)f 
'2 n=l n . z z 
It is easy to show that 
Sioo W .!_{t)dt,.., 2zke -z/2[-1 + k(3-k) + ---1 ~ 2 z -
. z 
(A-13) 
{A-14) 
Z Zo Z 
s w_k.!.{-t)dt= { S +S }v.:k .!. (-t)dt; 1z 1> 1zo l>>l, 
0 ' 2 0 Zo ' 2 
,..,,, 2(-z)-kez/2[1 + k{;+k) + ---] + C 
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The refore, we obtain 
A 1 dT 
u = 
- 2k Ch 
z 
= 4
1
k[wk _!_(z) - ~ w<1 _.!.) (z )l { c1+De-ik11"S w_k.!.(-t)dt} 
> 2 zZ K 2 ,O ...l > 2 
0 
As I z I -+cc , 
,.. 
u 
As z -+ 0 , 
A a1 u = z [ 21Z z(l -kz + --) + (1 +k) 2a.a k (- +-)z + --- ] k 2 
D[,...., "' 2 J 
- 2k 1 1 - {l+Ii k)z + O(z .en z) 
(A-24) 
(A-23) 
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APPENDIX B 
SECOND ORDER GOVERNING EQUATIONS IN COMPLEX FORM 
Fir st Orde r Expa nsions: 
u' u(T])' 
v' i~(T]) 
p' = Re p (11) e ias 
-;;:- (T'!) 
a• 
,...., 
O' (TJ) 
Continuity: 
au 11 av II . • {u -2aTj 1 ("" "-') -Q'ri JJ _i2a S ia ("-'+"") . -ll'f] 
-gs-+ ar) = -1a e - 2 u-v e e - T u v e 
(B-1) 
Momentum: * 
IL 
au 11 dU ~ (a,- 11 aa1 ) 
u ~ + v" dT] + as - ari + &s 
(B-2) 
II 
av 11 ~ ( a,- 11 aa2 ) 
u as + ari - as + ari 
= {a [- u2 +( (j +2iT) ]e -Zari +a[ Uu - ~ (a+2i1='U e-ari} eiZas 
+ { a(U~ - ~ + iT)e -ari + a~~*} (B-3) 
* 1. U'* = u - i u. is the complex conjugate of~. 
r 1 
2. Re(f)·Re(g) = iRe(fg) + iRe(fg *>. 
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u u I ) + v" - ( - ' I - T( ~ + ~) + T" - - er~ ~ (:> • ,,..1! d ,..,..,1 I I~ ':> ,, (:> ii dU (:> ;1 --, ss l T <lri b J....: L.. &r1 ar; dri a11 _J 
l 
o 1 3 T 2 
+ - (GT 2 T 11 ) t - - T 11 on rn 2 ;/!. 
{ r, (, i TT \] - ~ e -ari Lu(r+io) + T {~-~) + iO"u + G\T r! T + T ; ) 
m 
""* """""* ,,._ ""* 1 [ • ,...,, T • "' d T "'* du ....., ."" dv + - - iau { - ) + 1 v - { -) - T { - - av ) - 10 -2 b dT"] b d'r] dT) 
a ('Tr T 'T *'T ) 3 +-G _e_.!.- e e +-
dT) 2 T 2 8 T t 8 
m m 
{B-4) 
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APPENDIX C 
Velocity and Reynolds Str e ss Profile s 
Expressed in Cartesian C oordinates 
The velocity u and u. in the direction of increasing x and y 
x y 
respectively are given by 
= (C-1) 
where the transformation matrix F is obtained from Eq. (2. 1) as 
1. Velocitv: 
u = 
x 
1 i ( )2 - 2a'T1 . 2 _ = - 2 aa e · 1 sin as 
-ari -an (aa)e sinas(l -aa e . cosas) 
+ (aa)2 { [~ (11) + i U(T))e -2aT)Je 2ias 
+ [ ~(11) - i U(ri)] + i ';; e -aTl eias sinaS} 
2. Reynolds stress: 
u~.u~ = (F12 - F~ )u 1v 1 - F1 Fa (u'~ -v12 ) 
T ;: - pu' u' = (F.2 - Faz )r + (F1 Fa )cr xy x y "' 
= T (Tl)+ (aa ) [ r(ri)eias - CJ (ri)e -ari sinas] 
(C-2) 
(C-3) 
(C-4) 
(C-5) 
